
Installation 
1. Connect the black and brown male ISO connections to the corresponding female ISO connections

from the back of the radio. If your radio has loose wires rather than ISO connections, please use an
ISO adapter such as a Incartec 20-022 to add them to your radio.

2. Connect the KEY / SWC wires from the cable to the corresponding cables on the radio. If your radio
has KEY2 or SWC2 then it can be ignored. Female bullet connectors are supplied to add to the loose
wires of the radio to connect to the male bullet connections on the cable. Make sure the insulation is
stripped from the ends of the wires and that they are crimped securely.

3. If the radio does not have KEY GND or SWC GND then use the supplied ground ring terminal to
connect to either the chassis of the radio or a chassis ground on the vehicle.

4. Connect the Hyundai/ Kia specific connectors into the cars original wiring.

5. Turn on the aftermarket radio and programme the steering wheel controls on the radio as per the
manufacturers instructions.

INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE OVERLEAF. 

Troubleshooting 

None, or only some of my steering wheel controls are being detected by the new radio. 

Check that the supplied bullet connections have been crimped securely and that the insulation was stripped 
from the ends of the SWC wires on the radio before they were crimped. 

If your radio doesn’t have KEY GND or SWC GND and you have used the supplied ground loop then check 
that it is fastened securely to either a vehicle chassis ground or the metal chassis of the radio 

Make sure that the controls have all been programmed in using the menus on the radio. The exact steps for 
this will vary depending on the radio. 

The volume control goes from very quiet to very loud with very little adjustment. 

If your car has BOSE or another amplified sound system then the sound will be getting amplified by the built 
in amplifier in the new radio and the original amplifier. You will need an amplifier interface to bring the levels 
back down to a low level, pre-amplified signal. Our part is Incartec 20-273. 

This cable is designed for fitting radios that 
have resistive programmable steering wheel 
controls with loose wire connections. 

These are usually labelled SWC GND, SWC1 
and SWC2 or KEY GND, KEY1 and KEY2. 

Compatible with various vehicle models: 

Hyundai 
Accent (11-18), H350 (15 >), i10 (15 >), i20 
(14-20), i30 (12-17), i40 (11-15), i800 (08 >), 
iLoad (08 >), ix20 (10-20), ix35 (10-15), 
Santa Fe (13-19), Tucson (09-15) and 
Velostar (12-18) 

Kia 

Picanto (11-17), Rio (05-11), Soul (09-14) 
and Sportage (10-15) 
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Power ISO Wiring Colours 

Black Ground 

Red 12v Ignition 

Blue 12v Remote Turn On 

Orange Illumination 

Yellow 12v Permanent 

Speaker ISO Wiring Colours 

White Left Front + 

White/Black Left Front - 

Grey Right Front + 

Grey/Black Right Front - 

Green Left Rear + 

Green Black Left Rear - 

Purple Left Rear + 

Purple/Black Left Rear - 

Steering Wheel Control Wiring 

Colours 
Grey/

Red 
SWC / KEY Ground 

Green/

Red 
SWC 1 / KEY 1 

Purple/ SWC2/ KEY2 

Radios Without SWC/KEY Ground Wire (use Ground Ring Terminal) 

Radios with SWC/KEY Ground wire 
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Direct OEM Steering Remote Function 

How to Open the Setup Screen How to Sync the OEM Steering Remote Function 

Eg. KW-V230BT 

0 Touch "SETTING" icon. 

@ Select "System". 

@) Select "User Interface". 

0 Select "Steering Remote 

Controller". 
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0 Press and hold the 

"Volume Up" bu tton. 

@ This icon appears. 

@) Touch "Volume Up" key. 

► 

9 The fu nction will be 

synchronised. 

0 Repeat the same 

procedure. 


